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ABSTRACT 

Sharma, Reddy and Funakoshi [3] studied some fundamental 

prnperties of uniform space valued almost periodic functions depending 

on parameters. The purpose of this paper is to generalize some results 

given in { 1 J on uniform spaces. For uniform spaces and the related 

nations, see [2] 

1. INTRODUCTION AND DEFINITIONS 

Let T and E be uniform spaces. We shall study here only, E-valued 

functions defined on T x R • where R is the real line, and assume that 

any function in theorems or definition is continuous. 

Definition 1 : Letf(t, x) be a real or complex function defined for 

all real values of x. A number -r is called a U translation number .of 

f(t, x) if 

U. b. ( f(t, X -j-- -r), f(t, X)) Eu, 
-=<x<oo 

Whenever /ET and nR. 

V\ e denote the set of all U tramlation numbers of a function f(t, x) by 

E { U, j(t, x)}. 
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Definition 2 : A continuous functionf(t, x) is called uniformly almost 

periodic in x, uniformly with respect to tET, if to each entourage U of 

R the set E{ U, f(t, x)} is relatively dense. 

2. MAIN RESULTS 

We first state and prove 

Theorem 1. If T is a compact uniform space and f(t, x) is an unifo

rmly almost periodic function in x uniformly with respect to tET, irhen 

the set {f(t, x)/tET, XER} is precompact. 

Proof; Let V be an entourage of E. Then there is a symmetric ento

urage U of E with u2c V. Let (t0, xo) be an arbitrary e'.ement of Tx R. 

By the definition of uniformly almost periodicity of f(t, x), there is a 

U translation number 't' of the set E { U, f(t0 , x0)}. Obviously, the set 

s = {f(t, .\)ftET, XE [O, k (U)]} 

where k(U) is a positive number, is compact. So there are a1 , ... , an 
fl 

ES= U U {a1) for which we can find an m E {l,. .. ,n} such that 
i=l 

f(to, xo + 't') E U (am), since x 0 + T E [O, k(u)], 

or, equiv~lently, 

(f(to, xo + T), am)€ U. 

Also, since (f(to, xo + 't'), f(to, xo))E U, 

it follows from the above that 

(f(t0 , x 0 ), a,,.) E U2 CI or /(to, xo)" V(au,). 

Therefore, v.e have 



{f(t, x)jtET,XER} C 
n 

U V(a,) 
i=l 

which proves the above theorem. 

Next we state 
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Tbeorein 2. lfT is a compact uniform space andf(t, x) is an unifo

rmly almost periodic funcMon in x uniformly with respect to tET, then 

the function f(t, x) is uniformly continuous on T x R. 

Proof. Let V be an entourage of E. Then there exists a symmetric 

entourage U of E with uac V. Let k( U) be the length associated with 

U such that (f(t1 , y,),f(t2 , Y2)) E U for any (ti, y 1), (t2, Y2) belonging 

to the interval T x lO, l + k( U)] if only (!2, ti) E W, I Y2• Yi I < il 

where o is a positive number o = o (U) < l. Let now (t1, x1), (t2, x2) 

be any two _r,oints of T x R with (t2 , t1) E W, where W is an entourage 

of T and I X1> x2 l < o. There exists a U translation number " of the 

set £{ U, f(t, x)} such that both the numbers Ct1, xi. + 't'), (t2, x2 + 't') 
belong to the interval T x. [O, 1 + k ( U)]. 

we have then 

(f(ti, X1 + 't'),j(t2, X2 X 'C')) cJf, 

On the other hand 

(f(t, x + T), f(t, x)) EU, for any XER. 

Thus 

(f(t1, X1),f(t2, X2)) EU3 c v. 

Therefore, f(t, .x) is uriformly continuous on Tx R~ 

This proves the theorem. 
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3. FURTHER RESULTS 

Theorem 3. If {fn (t, x)} is a sequence of uniformly almost periodic 

functions in x uniformly with respect to tET which is uniformly converg

ent on TxR to a function f(t, x) is also uniformly almost periodic in x 

uniformly with respect teT. 

Proof. Let V be on entourage of E. Then there exists a symmetric 

entourage U of E with U3 C V. Thus we can choose an no such that 

(f(t, x), f (t, x)) e U 
no 

for every (t, x) e Tx R. Non let, be a translation number of' 

E{ U, f (t, x)}. Then 
· no 

(f(t, x + •), f(t, x)) e U3 C V, 

which shows that 

£{ U, f(t. x)} :J £{ U, f (t, x)}. 
. no 

Thus E{ U,f(t,x)} is relatively dense. Consequently, f(t, x) is uniformly 

almost period. 

Theorem 4. The sum of two uniform space valued uniformly almost 

periodic functions f 1 (t, x), f 2 (t, x) depending on parameters is again 

uniformly almost periodic function depending on parameters. 

Proof. Let, be any U translation number of the set 

E { U, / 1 (t, x)}, E{ U,f2(t, x)}. 

then 

(Ji (1, x + •) +f2 (t, x + •) -/1 (t, x) -f2(t, x)) eU, 

which shows that 'is a U translation number of the set 
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E{ U, Ji (t, x) + f 2 (t. x)}. Thus 

E{ U, !1 (t, x) + fz (t, x)} :J E{ U.f1 (t, x)}. E{ U, f 2 (t, x)}. 

Therefore, E{ U, f 1 (t, x) + f2 (t, x)} is relatively dense. Consequently, 

f 1 (t, x) + f2 (t, x) is uniformly almost periodic depending on param

eters, which proves the theorem. 
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